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ABSTRACT 

In the first part of this thesis we consider a pair of commuting diffeomorphisms 

(/,9) of a compact manifold preserving a common Borel probability measure Il. 

Oseledec's multiplicative ergodic theorem and certain aspects of Pesin's theory 

are generalized to this setting. Our main result is the subadditivity of measure

theoretic entropy, i.e. hI1 (/9) ::; hI1 (/) + hI1 (9). Sufficient conditions are given 

for equality to hold. The subaddivity of topological entropy is also proved, and a 

counterexample is given to show that this inequality is not valid if the map fails 

to be differentiable at even one point. 

The second part of this thesis addresses the question of existence of Sinai

Bowen-Ruelle measures for systems that are not uniformly hyperbolic. We present 

some simple examples that are hyperbolic everywhere except at one point, but 

which do not admit SBR measures. These examples have fixed points at which 

the larger eigenvalue is equal to one and the smaller eigenvalue is less than one. 
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0.1 Introduction 

This thesis contains two independent parts. The first part is about the sub

additivity of entropies of commuting diffeomorphisms. The second part is about 

the distribution of orbits for systems that are almost, but not quite, uniformly 

hyperbolic. 

There are two notions of entropy: measure-theoretic and topological. Measure

theoretic entropy was defined by Kolmogorov in 1958. It is invariant under 

measure-theoretic isomorphisms. It measures the asymptotic growth of informa

tion when a transformation is iterated. Topological entropy, introduced by Adler, 

Konheim, and McAndrew in 1965, is an analog of measure-theoretic entropy. It 

is an invariant of topological conjugacy. In smooth dynamical systems, both en

tropies are related to the rat.es at which nearby points are dispersed. 

The main purpose of the first part of this thesis is to show the subaddit,ivity of 

entropies, i.e. the entropy of the composition of two commuting diffeomorphisms 

is less than or equal to the sum of the entropies of these diffeomorphisms. Let 111 

be a compact COO Riemallnian manifold wit.hout boundary, and let / and 9 be C2 

commuting diffeomorphisms of 111. Let Jl be a probability measure invariant under 

both / and g. We denot.e by hllf) the measure-theoretic entropy of / with respect 

to Il, and by htop(l) the topologica.l entropy of f. We prove that for every such Il, 

hl,(lg) :::; hl,(I)+hll(g), and give a sufficient condition for the equaIity, namely that 

for fl-a.e. x E !l1, the unstable part. E: of one diffeomorphism docs not intersect 

the stable part E; of the other (sec Theorem B). We prove a similar inequality for 

topological entropy htop' assuming that fg is Coo, or that /g is expansive, or that 

/g has a finite number of ergodic measures with maximal entropy (Theorem C). 

The motivation for this part comes from the following question. Given a space 

X and two commuting transformations S' and T of X into itself. Let h(.) denote the 
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measure-theoretic 01' topological entropy. Is it true that h(ST) :s; h(S)+h(T)? Cer

tain facts seem to point to an affirmative answer. For instance, h(Tk) = Iklh(T), 

and for topological entropy t.he inequaJity above holds for commuting linear au

tomorphisms of the n-torus (see [G)). However, the answer to the question has 

been shown to be negative in generaJ for both measure-theoretic and topological 

entropies. Ornstein and Weiss, and also Thouvenot have examples of commuting 

measure prescrving automorphisms Sand T of a probability space (X, 13, /1) with 

hlJ(S) = hAT) = 0, but hAST) > O. For topological entropy, L. Goodwyn con

structs a counterexample using homeomorphisms of metric space. Our results show 

that the situation is quite different in the smooth category: we prove subadditivity 

of both measure-theoretic and topological entropy for Coo diffeomorphisms. We 

also give a example to show that subadditivity of topological entropy can fail if we 

relax the differentiability condition at even one point. 

Here is how differentiability is used in our proof. For a single diffeomorphism 

f, Oseledec ([0)) proves a multiplicative ergodic theorem, which tells us in the 

case of an ergodic measure, for instance, that the growth of Dfn , the derivative of 

f n , is represented by a finite set of numbers. These numbers are called Lyapunov 

exponents. Pesin ([P)) constructs some local coordinate systems in which the 

diffeomorphism looks like linear maps dct.erminated by its Lyapunov exponent.s. 

These coordinate systems are sometimes called Lyapunov charts. We extend the 

results mentioned above to the situation of a pair of commuting diffeomorphisms. 

Through the use of Lyapunov charts (which are of course quite technical in nature), 

our problem is, in some sense, redllced to one not far from that of commuting linear 

maps. This makes it easier to compare the rates of dispersions of nearby orbits for 

J, 9 and fg. 

We now turn to the second part of this thesis, which is a joint work with 

Professor Lai-Sang Young. The concept of Sinai-Bowen-Ruclle measure, or SBR 

·1 
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measure, was developed in 1960's and 1970's. Let f : AI -+ .M be a C2 Anosov 

diffeomorphism of a compact connected Riemannian manifold, and let m denote 

the Riemannian measure on M. A result of Sinai (see e.g. [S]) says that f admits 

a unique invariant Borel probability measme It with the property that p has abso

lutely continuous conditional measures on unstable manifolds. This is the invariant 

measure that is observed physically, for if <p : Ai -+ IR is a continuous function, 

then for m i- x EM, 
1 n-l . ;; t; <pU"X) -+ J <pdp 

as 11. -+ 00. The dynamical system (.f, It) is "chaotic" in the following sense: it has 

positive Lyapunov exponents; its metric entropy is equal to the sum of its positive 

Lyapunovexponents; (f, It) is measure-theoretically isomorphic to a Bernoulli shift; 

and it has exponential decay of correlations for Holder continuous test functions. 

These results have been extended to Axiom A attractors by Bowen, Ruelle, etc. 

(See e.g. [B].) 

In this thesis we will refer to all invariant measure having absolutely continuous 

conditional measures on ullstable manifolds as a Sinai-Bowcn-Ruclle mCaS1tTC or 

an SER 'I1/,caslt1'c. The work of Oseledec, Pesin and others allows us to extend this 

notion to a nonuniform settiug. (See [PJ and [LSJ.) While some of the properties of 

SBll measures carryover (see e.g. [LYJ, Part I), the question of cxist.cncc of SBR 

measures in this broader context remains poorly understood. vVe formulate this 

question more precisely: given a diffeomorphism which appears to be hyperbolic 

in a large part of phase space, can one decide whether or not it admits an SBR 

measure? So far there are very few results outside of Axiom A, and these results 

involve delicate estimates. See e.g. [BC], [BY] for results on the Henon at tractors. 

The purpose of the second part of the thesis is to present some very simple 

examples that are hyperbolic everywhere except at one point, but which do not 

admit SBR measures. Precise statements of our results are given in §2.1. For 
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now imagine slowly deforming a hyperbolic toral automorphism near the origin 0 

until its derivative has one eigenvalue equal to 1 and the other eigenvalue less than 
71-1 

1. Our theorem says that for the resulting diffeomorphism, 1 L: 8JiJ.' -+ 80 for 
71 i=O 

almost every .1: with respect to Lebesgue measure. (8x denotes Dirac measure at 

x.) This example can be made to be topologically conjugate to the original toral 

automorphism, and so it is topologically "chaotic". From the statistical point of 

view, however, it is totally deterministic in the sense that for almost every initial 

condition, the trajectory spends nearly one hundred percent of its time arbitrarily 

near the origin O. 

Our result can be thought of as a two dimensional version of the following re

sult. Let f : [0, 1J -+ [0, 1J be a piecewise C2, piecewise expanding map of the unit 

interval with f' = 1 at a. fixed point. Then f cannot admit a finite absolutely con

tinuous invariant measure. (See [PIJ.) The two dimensional sit,uation is, however, 

considerably more complicated than that. in one dimensional. For example, there 

exisi; area preserving diffeomorphisl1ls with positive Lyapunov exponents and non

hyperbolic fixed points. In this thesis we consider the case where the "bad point" 

has one eigenvalue equal to 1 and one strictly less than 1, and show that in the 

case, thanks to the regularity of the stable foliation, the situation is not far from 

that in a one dimensional system. 
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Chapter 1 Subadditivity of Entropies of 
Commuting DiffeOlTIOrphislllS 

1.1 ASSlllllptions and Statelllents of Results 

12 

In this chapter we discuss some ergodic properties of commuting diffeomor

phisms of a. Ceo compact Riemannian manifold. Throughout the chapter, we al

ways assume that 

IvI is a. compact Ceo R.iCl1lillll1ialJ manifold wit.JlOllt bOllndal:V; 

j',g E DiI/2(lI1) with fg = gj', where fg denote t.!/e composition of j and 9 

a.nd Difl2( !ll) is t.JJC set, of C 2 diffeomol'phisms on !ll; and 

It is an f- and g-illvariant Borci probability measure 011 !ll. 

Sometimes one says that / and 9 generate a smooth 1;Z2-adion on IvI preserv-

ing p. 

We denote by M(M, J) the set of J -invariant Borel probability measures on 

IvI. It is knowlI (see, for example, Proposition 2.2) that / and 9 have common 

invariant measures, i.e. M (!If, f)nM(M, g) =I 0. We let ,A1. (!l1,/, g) = M (!l1, f)n 

M(M,g). So our assumption implies that It E M(IvI,/,g). 

Let Tx !ll be the tangent space of M at :/: E !II. The diffeomorphism J induces a 

map D/x : TxM -} ljxM. It is well kllown (see [0]) that there exists a measurable 

set rf with Ilrf = 1, V II E !ll(M,J), such that for all x E I'j, 'It E TxM, the limit 

exists and is called Lyapunov exponent of u at x. Let Al (x, J) > ... > Ar(xtj)(x, f) 

denote all Lyapunov exponell ts of J at :/: and 7nl (:/:,.f), ... , mr(x,j)( x,.f) denote 
I'(xtf) 

their multiplicities respectively, and Tx !ll = EB Ei(x, j) be the corresponding 
;=1 

decomposition of t.angent space at ;r EM. 
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Similarly, for the diffeomorphism 9 we have Lyapunov exponents A1(X,g) > 

... > Ar(x,o)(x,g) with multiplicities m1(x,g), .. · ,mr(x,o)(x,g) respectively, and 
r(x,o) 

the corresponding decomposition TxAif = EEl Ej(x,g). 
j=1 

Suppose that f and 9 are commuting diffeomorphisms. The spectrum {Ai (x, f), 

mi(x, f)} of f is f-invariant. We will show that it is also g-invariant, i.e. 'Vu E 

Ei(x,f), 

x(gx, Dg.xu , f) = x(x, u, f) = Ai(X, f). 

and therefore Dg,vEi(a:,.n = Ei(ga:, f). Thus we can decompose each Ei(X, f) 

according to the action of 9 and get the following. 

Theorem A. Le(, AI be a Coo compa.ct Riemannian manifold without boune/

my, and let f,g E Difl2(AI) be sllch (,hat fg = gf. Then there exists a measurable 

set f with ,rsgtf = f 't/ s,t E IZ, Cllld pf = 1 't/ It E AI(M,f,g), for which the 

following llOld: fo1' all a: E f, there is ;1 decomposition of the tangent space into 

I'(X,!) I'(a',o) 

Tx M = E9 E9 Eij(:r), 
j=1 j=1 

SUcil tha.t 't/ s, t E ~, if Eij(x) f. {O}, then 't/ 0 f. 'll E Eij(x), 

]\t[oI'eover, 't/ s, t E ~, 

D(.fSgt)x(Eij(a:)) = EijUSgtx), 

AiUSgtx, f) = Aj(X, f), Aj(fsf/X, g) = Aj(X, g). 

Probably, this result is known. However, because of its importance for our dis

cussion, we state it here and give the proof in §1.3 for completeness. In particular, 
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if we take s = 1 and t = 0, then we have 

and D/xEij(X) = Eij(Ja:), )..i(J;1:, I) = )..i(X, I), and )..j(Jx,g) = )..j(x,g). Similar 

results hold for g. The explicit statement is given in Proposition 3.8. 

By the definition of Lyapunov exponents, given 'Y > 0, I/D/;l u l/ e- tlA i(X,f) and 

I/Dg~ul/e-k'\J(x,g) V 11, ~~ E ~, 'It E Eij(a:), are dominated by C(X)±le±1I'YI/'lll/ and 

C(X)±le±k'YI/ull, respectively. We will show in §1,4 that C(x) can be chosen such 

that C(J±lX),C(g±l:z;):::; C(x)e'Y. This is a generaliza.tion certain parts of Pesin's 

theory ([P]) to commuting diffeomol'phisms. 

Based on these facts we can construct a family of Lyapunov charts, on which 

the maps i and fl, induced by / and g respectively, act approximately to the 

linear maps with eigenvalues e'\i(l"f) and e,\j(:t',g) respectively. The resu!f, is stated 

in Proposition 5.1. 

Let E9(X, f) = Ef1 Ei(a:, f), Ell(x, f) = Ef1 Ej(x, f), and if )..i(X, f) = 0 
'\i(X,j)<O '\i(X,f»O 

for some i then let EC(x, f) = Ei(x, f). Also, let ESC(x, f) = E9(a:, f) EEl EC(x, f), 

EltC(x, f) = Ett(x, f) EEl EC(x, f). The unstable manifold for the diffeomorphism /, 

say, is defined by 

This set is clearly I-invariant. It is easy to see by the definition that it is also 

g-invariant. From Theorem A we know that Elt(x, f) = Ett(x, g) or E9C(X, J) = 

E9C(X,g) is equivalent to Elt"!:,f) n ESC(.?:,g) = {OJ = EIt(x,g) n E9C(X,f). If it 

holds at some x E r, we will prove in §1.6 that the unstable manifolds Wtt(x,f) 

and Wtt(x,g) coincide at x. 
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The main topic in this chapter concerns the relationship among the entropies 

of f, 9 and fg. We will prove that if f and 9 are C2 diffeomorphisms on a smooth 

compact manifold preserving a Borel probability measure Il, then h,L(I g) ::; hAJ)+ 

h,L(g). If two commuting diffeomorphisms have same family of unstahle manifolds, 

i.e. IVtL(x,j') = IIVtt(x,g), It-a.e., then we can construct an increasing partition 

subordinate to the unstable manifolds (see §1.9 ), and use it to get additivity. We 

combine the two results in the following theorem which we will prove in §1.8 and 

§10. 

Theorem B. Lct M bc a Coo compact Ricmannian manifold witbout bounda.(y, 

f,g E Difl2(M), and /g = gf. Tbcll 

1I,,(fg) ::; 11/1(1) + h,.(g), 'ilt E M(A1,J,g), 

wlwrc hi' (.) dcnotcs thc mcasurc-tbcorctic cn tropy. Morcovcr, if E1L( x, J) n 
E8(X,g) = {OJ elnd E8(:r,f) n Ett(x,g) = {O}, It - a.c, thcn the equality holds. 

Note the fact that topological entropy hl;opU) is the supremum of measure

theoretic entropy h,l!,) as Jlruns ovcr all f-invariant measures. By using Theorem 

B we can prove a similar inequality for topological entropy if some additional 

hypotheses are put on the diffeomorphism fg. 

Theorem C. Let A1,f,g be Selme as in Theorcm B. If for fg, one of thc 

following conditions bolds: 

i) fg E Di{fOO(M), 01' 

ii) fg is expansivc, 01' 

iii) fg has finite lltlmber of ergodic mcasures with maximal entropy, 

tben 

·1 
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This theorem will be proved in §1.11. In the section we will also present a 

counterexample to show that if the smoothness of .f and 9 are relaxed at even one 

point, then the result of Theorem C fails. 

1.2 Ergodicity 

In this section we will give the definition of ergodicity and discuss the properties 

for two commuting continuous maps on a compact met,ric space. 

For a map T from a set X to itself, we denote by Fix(T) the set of fixed points 

of T. 

Proposition 2.1.IfT and S are commuting maps on a, set X, then S(Fix(T)) c 
Fix(T). 

P1'Oof Take x E Fix(T). Since T(Sx) = 8(Tx) = 5'x, we have 8.1: E Fix(T). 

I 

Let M(X) be the set. of Borel probability measures on a compact metric space 

X, and T be a. map on X. T induces a map T* on M(X) by putting T*lt = 

It 0 T-1, 'tIt E M(X). Thus Fix(T*) = Nt(X, T). 

Proposition 2.2. If T and S are commuting continuolls maps 011 a compact 

metric space X, then M(X, T) n M(X, 5') .:p 0. 

Proof By Proposition 2.1, 5'*(M(X, T)) c M(X, T). Since M(X, T) is a 

nonempty compact convex set in weak * topology and 5'* is continuous, we know 

that S* has a fixed point in AI((X, T). I 

We write M(X,T,S) = M(X,T) n M(X,8). Since both M(X,T) and 

M(X,S) are convex sets, M(X, T, S) is convex. 

Definition. Suppose T and 5' are continuolls maps on it compact metric space 

X with T5' = ST. A measure It E M(X,T,8) is said to be (T,S)-ergodic if 
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for any measurable set B witil IJ,(T-l B6.B) = 0 = p(S-l B6.B), Jl(B) = 0 01' 

It(B) = 1. 

(T, S)-ergodicity shares some properties with those of single transformation. 

For example, we give the following propositions whose proof is parallel to the case 

of one transformation (See [WJ, Chapter 1 and 6). 

Proposition 2.3. fl is (T, B)-erg'odic iff;I11Y measurable function ¢ on X witil 

r/>(Tx) = r/>(x) = r/>(Bx), Il - a.e. is constant Il - a.e. 

Proof. "=?" is based on the fact that for such function r/>, the set {x: r/>( x) > 

e}, C E IR, is invariant under the actions T and B. 

"~" holds because the characteristic function XB, where B is a set with 

p(T-IBl:::.B) = 0 = Il(B-l Bl:::.B), satisfies XB(T:r) = XB(X) = XB(S'X) p - a.c. 

and equals to 1 or 0 almost. everywhere. I 

Proposition 2.4. It is (T, B)-ergodic iff fl is em ox/,romo point of M(X, T, B). 

P7'Ooj Suppose Jl is not (T, S)-crgodic. We can find a measurable set E 

with TE = E = BE and 0 < p(E) < 1. Let 

Il(' n X\E) 
Il2(')= p(X\E) . 

Then II = PIll + (1 - P)112, where p = III (E). So Jl can be expressed as a convex 

combination of Pl,ll2 E M(X,T,S') and is not an extreme point of M(X,T,B). 

Suppose It is (T,S)-ergodic, and p = Pill + (1 - P)P2 for some Il1,ll2 E 

M (X, T, 8) and P E (0,1). Then It 1 is absolutely continuous with respect to Il, and 

the Radon-Nikodym derivative ¢ = cl,lt! dp satisfies that ¢(Tx) = r/>(.7:) = r/>( Bx), 

fl - a.e. So it must follow that ¢(a:) = 1, Jl - a.e, because Ix r/>dll = 1. Thus, 

fl = jl1' Simila.r1Y,ll = Jl2. Hence It is an extreme point of M(X, T, S). I 

Proposition 2,4 shows the existence of (T, B)-ergodic mea.sure and gives rise 

to the possibility of (T, B)-ergodic decomposition. 

Notice if T and B commute, then so do T and TB. 
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Proposition 2.5. Suppose T a,Ild S a,re ilOmeomol'phisms all X. 

i) M(X,T,TS) = M(X,T,S). 

ii) p is (T, S)-ergodic iff It is (T, TS)- ergodic. 

P1'ooj i) is clear. ii) follows from i) and Proposition 2.4. I 

We denote by £(X, T) the set of ergodic measures under action T. Then by our 

notation, M (£(X, T)) is the set of Borel probability measures on £(X, T). It is 

known that for any 1/ E M(X, T), there exists a unique element 71" E M(£(X, T)), 

such that 1/ has the ergodic decomposition ([W],Chapter 6) 

(~) 

It means that V ¢ E C(X), 

In fact, given any 71" E M(£(X, T)), this formula can determine a unique T

invariant measure 1/ on X as well. Thus we obtain a 1 - 1 map r : M(X, T) -7 

M(£(X,T)) defined by r(I/) = 71". 

Now we give following remarks which may be helpful for understanding (T, S)

ergodic measures. Here we need assume that both T and S are homeomorphisms 

on a compact metric space X. 

Remark 2.6. S* induces a. map Sh = (S*)* on the set M(£(X, T)) by 

S**(I/) = 1/0 (S*)-l. 

P1'ooj S* is invertible. By Proposition 2.1, S*(M(X, T)) = M(X, T). Since 

S* is affine and £(X, T) is the set of extreme points of M(X, T), S*(£(X, T)) = 
£(X, T). Then the result follows. I 

Remark 2.7. 

i) It E M(X, T) is S-inval'iant iff r(p) is S*-invada.nt. In other words, It E 

Fix(S*) iffr(lt) E Fix(S**). 
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ii) It is (T, S)-ergodic iff rUt) is ergodic with respect to S·. 

P1'oof i) Denote 71" = r(,l). Since S· is affine and maps £(X, T) to itself, we 

have that 

Comparing it with (~) we know that S·,l = It iff S**71" = 71". 

ii) Notice that i) means r(M(X, T, S)) = M(£(X, T), S*). Since r is 1-1 and 

affine, the extreme points of the two sets are corresponding under the action r. I 

1.3 Lyapunov Exponents 

From now on we turn to our discussion on the smooth dynamical systems. The 

suppositions on AI, I, 9 and Jl are as before. Recall that r f is a subset of Al sllch 

that .rrf = rj, I/ff = 1, V II E M(M,.f), and for any x E rj, 

x(;z:,u,f) = lim ~log II D.r;;u II, 
11 ..... 00 n 

Lemma 3.1. .'«(g;z:, Dgxu, f) = X(x, 'Il,.n. 
Proof There exists C > 0 such that 'Ix E M, u E TxM, 

c-1 II u II~II Dgx u II~ C II u II . 

Thus 

So 

lim ~log II D.r;;'Dgxu 11= lim ..!.log 1/ D9fllxD.r: u 1/= lim ..!.log 1/ Df:u II. I 
n ..... oo n n ..... oo n n ..... oo n 

'I 
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We 1m ow that the set r J and the spectrum {Ai(X, I), mi(x, f)} are f-invariant, 

and D fx(Ej(x, J) = Ei(fX, J), i = 1", . ,1'(X, J). From above lemma we have the 

following. 

Corollary 3.2. 

i) The set r J is g-inv8riant, i.e. gr J = r J. 

ii) The spect1'llm {Ai(X, f), mi(x,j), i = 1,,,,, 1'(X, J)} is g-inva.riant. 

iii) Dgx(Ej(x, f) = Ej(gx, J), i = 1" ", l'(x, f). 

Next proposition is a special case of Theorem A. 

Proposition 3.3. There exists a. measllra.ble set r 1 with f1\ = r 1 = gl\ and 

Ilrl = 1, V P E M(M, f,g), satis(ying that [01' all x E r 1 , there is a. decomposition 

of tangent S[Jflce into 
!'(x,f) r(x,yl 

TeAl = E9 E9 E jj (a: ) 
j=1 j=1 

sllch tlwt if Eij(x) i= {O}, then V 0 =1= l/. E Eij(~e), 

lim .!..log liD f~,IUII = Aj(X, f'), 
n-oo n' , 

and 

Moreover,the following invCl1'iant properties hold. 

i) DfxEij(x) = EijUa:), DgxEjj(x) = Eij(gx). 

ii) Ai(fx,f) = Ai(X,f) = Ai(g;r,f), Aj(fX,g) = Aj(X,g) = Aj(gX,g). 

Proof 

be the decomposition of tangent space for diffeomorphism f. By Corollary 3.2, 

Dgx(Ei(x,f) = Ei(gx,J). Restricted on {Ei(x,f)}, {Dg~} is a co cycle on M 

with respect to 9 (see [Ru]) , where we take Ei(x,J) = {OJ if i > r(x,f) or x is 

not in r J. Now we use the Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem for each i to get a 
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subset r(i) c r, such that V x E r(i), after relabelling the subscript, if necessary, 

Eij(X) has desired properties. Since for each i, pr(i) = 1, V It E M(.M,/,g), and 
.. r(x.f) . 

by Corollary 3.2.i), ff(') = f('), we can take 1\ = n f('). I 
i=l 

The Proof of Th.eorem A. 

First we claim that V s,l E~, i = 1,··" r(x, I), j = 1"", 1'(X,g), the set 

satisfies ItA')' = 0 for all It E M (M,f, g). 

Suppose it is not true. Then there exists a It E M(M, /,g) with pA')' > O. 

Choose [ > 0 such that the set.s 

have measure larger than ~flA'Y' Then A' n A" i= 0. By Poincare Recurrence 

Theorem we can take x E A' n A" such that there exists a sufficient large integer 

n > 210g1 with (sn x E A' n A" and 
')' . 

IID(rl)~ull = IIDgj!II;t.D.r:llull::; [liD f:llull exp n(t>'j(JSll x, g) + (') 
::; lilullexpn(s>'i(:r,1) + t>'j(:I:,g) + 2(') 

In particular, take 'It = 'It,v, then 

This contradicts the fact x E A'. 
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Similar claim for the set 

is also true. It is easy to see by the claims that for any fl E M (Al, j, g), It -

a.e.x E M,V s, t E iZ, .; = 1"", r(x, f), j = 1"", 1'(X,g), if Eij(X) ~ {OJ, then 

V 0 ~ U E Eij ( x ), 

X(x, tt, rl) = lim ~ log "D(rl)~u" = SAi(X,j) + tAj{X,g). 
)I-tco n 

Using the same idea, with some modification, we can prove the result concerning 

the eq uali ty 

The rest of the results of the theorem follow directly from Proposition 3.3. I 

1.4 A Version of Pesin's Theory 

In this section we give a. version of Pesin's theory in the ca.se of commuting 

diffcomorphisms. The main result is sLated in Proposition 4.G. 

Lemma 4.1. Let A( x) be (l positive measurable function on r such tlwt there 

exist positive measurable functions Pt(x) and P2(x) on r sa,tis(ying tllat for all 

x E r, 

V u, k E LZ. 

Then a measurable fUIlction C : r ~ [1,00) can be found such that, V x E r, 

C(x)-t S; A(x) S; C(x), 
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a.nd 

p.roof. For any :z! E r, except for finite number of pairs (11., k), 

Thus, 

is a required function. I 

Lemma 4.2. Fol' ClIlYI > 0, tilel'eexistsameclSlIl'a.bJefullctioll Q: r ~ [1,00) 

such tba.t V 11., k E 7£, 0 f. 'It E Eij( x), :1: E r, i = 1, ... ,1'('V, J), j = 1,,, . , 1'( x, g), 

Q(:z: )-I/1ul/ e7l ,\;(x,f)+k'\j(x,g)-3(17I1+lklh 

::; I/D(f7lgk)xu l/::; Q(x)l/ul/etl,\;(x,J)+k'\j(x,g)+3(j7l1+lklh. 

p.roof. In the proof we always assume that I/ul/ = 1. 

We assert that for each :z: E f, if Inl or I~~I is sufficiently large, then 

First we suppose 11. ~ /..! ~ O. 

Take I = l(x) > 0, such that Vy E U (ftlgk)x, v E Ejj(y), i = 1, ... ,1'(x,J), 
tl,keZ{ 

i = 1" ., , 1'(:Z:, g), 

By Theorem A, '10 ::; t ::; I, u E Eij(X), 
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We can choose a positive integer So > I, such that Vs > So, I ~ t ~ 0, 

Denote N/ = Iso. 

Take n ~ N/. For 0 ~ ~: ~ n, we can write n = sl + p, ~~ = ts + q, where 

o ~ p < I, 0 ~ q < s. Notice that Ai(X, f) and Aj(X,g) are both f and g-invariant, 

we have 

So 

IID(rl)xlll1 = IIDF 0 Dg'l 0 D(lgt)~ull 

~ eP('\j(x.J)+h). e'l('\j(x.!J)+h) • esl,\j(x,J)+st,\j{x.!J)+(sl+stj-y 

= e 7l ·\j(x.J)+k,\j(x.!J)+(pl+ql+sl+stj-y 

~ e7l,\j (J:.J)+k'\J (x • .'l)+3(n+kj-y • 

Also, we can write n = sl- ]J,~~ = ts - q, where 0 ~ p < I, 0 ~ q < s. Then 

IID(J' g t)!:llll = IIDfP 0 DglJ 0 D(rgk)xlll/ 

< eP(,\j(x,J)+h). e q(·\j(x.!J)+/''tlIlD(rl)x ll ll· 

I/D(rl)x ll l1 > e-p(,\j(x,J)+h). e-q('\j(x.!J)+h) • es/'\j(x,J)+st,\j(x • .'l)-(sl+stb 

= en.\j(:r,J)+k'\J(x • .'l)-(pl+ql+sl+stb 

> e ll ,\j(x,j)+k'\J(J: • .'l)-3(n+kh. 

These inequalities show that in the case of n ~ k ~ 0, our assertion is true 

if n ~ N/. It is also true for the case ~: ~ 11. ~ 0 because we can find ](/ > 0 

similarly such that the inequality holds if k ~ ](/. Since the iterations of f and 9 

in positive and negative directions are symmetrical, the assertion is true if one or 

two of n and ~: are negative. 

'i 



Now we know that 

Q(x) = max{1, 

is a required function. 

IID(r gk)x ull -1 en'\j(x,f)+k'\j(X,O)-3(/n/+/k/h, 

II D(r l)xu II e-n,\j(x,f)-k'\j(x,o)-3(/n/+/k/h , 

Vn,k E ~,u E Eij(x),IIull = 1 } 
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I 

Remark 4.3. In tile proof of Lemma. 4.2, Q( x) is cilOsen to be the minimal 

function sCl.tisfying our requircment, i.e. V x E r, 

Q(x) = inf{q ~ 1: q-I e-3(/n/+/k/h::; IIDUni').:t.ulle-n,\j(x,f)-k'\j(x,o) ::; qe3(/n/+/k/h 

Vn,~: E 7L,1l E Eij(x)}. 

Lemma 4.4. For a.n.}' I > 0, thcro cxists (l mCclsuJ'Clbic function R : r ~ [1,(0), 

sucll tlwt V 12, k E 7L, -i I, i2 = 1, ... ,1'( a:,.f), j I, j2 = 1, ... , r(a: , g), (iI, jd =1= (i2, j2), 

Proof. The met.hod is similar as in the proof for the left inequality of Lemma 

4.2 if we use 

instead of D f.:t, and Dgx respectively, wherc the maximums run over iI, i2 = 
I 

Lemma 4.5. Tile function Q( x) determined by the pl'Oof of Lemma 4.2 s(l.tisfies 

tllat 
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P.roof Take s,t E ~,V u E Eij(ftgta:), where i = 1,· .. ,r(x,j), j = 
1"" ,7'(X, g). We can choose u' E Ejj(x) with u = D(jBgt);L'U'. By Lemma 4.2, 

Q( x) -111 u'll es.\j(x,!)+t-\j(;L·,9)-3(1sl+ltlb :::; II'll II :::; Q( x) lIu'lI es.\j(x,!)+t.\j(X,9)+3(1sl+ltlb. 

Q( x t lllu'll e(n+s),\j(x,J)+(k+t)'\J(x,g)-3(ln+sl+lk+tlh 

:::; IID(rgk)f.yt;v'llll:::; Q( :1:) 1I'll'lIe(n+s).\j(x,J)+(k+t)'\j(x,g)+3(1n+sl+1k+t1b. 

From these inequalities we have tha.t 

Q( a:) -2 II'll II en.\;(.v,J)+k.\j(x,y)-3(lnl+lklh-6(1sl+ltlh 

:::; IIDU'lgk )f.ytx'lll/ :::; Q(:I: )2 I/'llll e7l ·\j(x,!)+k'\J (x,9)+3(lnl+lklb+6(1sl+ltlh. 

By Remark 4.3 the value of Q at /Sgta: must, satisfy 

I 

Proposition 4.6. Given 111, /, g, r as in Theorem A, then [01' a.l1J' I > 0, there 

exists a· measllrable fUl1ction C : r -t [1,(0) such t/wt 

i) Vn, k E ~, U E Ejj(:I:), i = 1"", '/'(a:, f), j = 1,···, l'(x,g), 

C( x )-ll/ulle7l·\j(:t·,!)+k·\J(J,',y)-(lnl+lklb 

:::; IIDunl )x'llll :::; C(x )lIullen.\,(x,f)+k'\j(:t·,9)+(lnl+lklh, 

iii) C(f±IX ) :::; C(x)e'Y, C(g±lx ):::; C(.1:)e'Y. 

'I 
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Proof. In Lemma 4.5 we replace s,t by -n,-k, respectively, then replace x by 

rgkx to get 

I.e. 

Q(rlx) ~ VQ(x)e-3(lnl+lklh. 

We let Pl(x) = VQ(x) and P2(x) = Q(xF. By Lemma 4.1 there exists a 

measurable function Gl(.'v) > 0 wit,h Q(x) ::; Gl(x) and Gl(J±lx) ::; Gl(x)e8
'Y, 

Gl(g±lX) ::; G1(:r)e8'Y. 

Take 

A(x) = max{1 sin (EiJiJ (x), Ei2h(x))1 : 

i l ,i2 = 1, ... ,r(x,f),j1,j2 = 1, ... ,r(x,g),(i1,jd:f. (i2,h)}· 

By Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.1, there exists a measurable function G2 (x) > 0 such 

that A(x) ~ G2(:r)-1 and G2(f±la:) ::; G2(x)e8'Y, G2(g±lx ) ::; G2(:r)e8'Y. 

Now we use, instead of 8, and put G(x) = max{Gl(x), G2(x)}. Then G(x) is 

a required function. I 

1.5 Lyapullov Charts 

We have aJready had the decomposition of tangent space into subspaces cor

responding Lyapunov exponents for both f and g. In this section we construct 

Lyapunov charts for the diffeomorphisms by the same method used in [LY]. For 

simplicity our discussion just concerns the difference and skips the rest. 

Let ((-, .)) be the inner product on T,,:M given by the Riemannian structure and 

" . " be the induced norm. Let (.,.) and ,.,., denote the usual inner product and 

norm in fRm respectively. Also, for p > 0, let B(p) be the ball in fRill centered at 

origin of radius p. 



Let 

A+(X, f) = min{Ai(x,.f): Ai(X,.f) > OJ, 

A_(X,.f) = max{Ai(x,f): Ai(X,.f) < OJ, 

and define A±(X,y), ~A(X,y) in similar way. Take 

1 o < , = ,(x) :5 ')0-0 mill{~A(X,.f), ~A(X, y), ±A±(X,.f), ±A±(X,y)}, 
~ m. 
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where 111, = dim tvI. Next proposit.ion shows the existence and properties of Lya

punov charts for .r and y. 

Proposition 5.1. For the, defined as above, there exists a· mea.8ul'Ctble 

[unction I : r ~ [0,00) with 1(.f±lx ) :5 l(x)c'Y, l(y±lx ) :5 l(x)c"Y, and a set of 

embedings <Px : B(l(x)-') ~ M a.t each point x E r such tlwt (,he following holds. 

i) <PJ:(O) = X, and Ow preinUlges Ri,i(.1:) = D<Vv(O)-I(Eij(X)) of Eij(X) Clre 

mutually orthogonal in JR11I, where i = 1, ' .. ,1'(:v,.f), j = 1, ' .. ,1'( x, g). 

ii) Let j:' = <1)j; 0 f 0 <Px he the conIlec/.ing map betweeIl the chart CIt x 

and the chart at .r x. l1:1'1 (.f.q L, and their in verses liTe defined sirnilllrly. Then 

(1-) r - - /": d (-,' )-1 1":-1 --I --I 1--1 Y x = J9XY;L' = yj;L', X an . y;L' =, 9-lxYx = Yj-I"", x . 

iii) For lIny 1 :5 i :5 1'( x, l), I :5 j :5 d:v, y),and U E Rij( x), 

/u/c,\;(x,9l-"Y :5 /DY;L'(O) 'It/ :5 /u/C Aj (X,9l+"Y, 

/u/c,\j(J',fl+'\j(X,9l-"Y :5 /D(.fy)x(O) u/ :5 /u/c'\j(x,jl+.\;(X,9l+"Y. 

ivy Let L(\II) be the Lipschitz constant of the fllnction \II. Tl1Cll for Fx = 

jx'[}x, (.fy)x and their inverses, 

L(DFx) :5 l(x). 
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v) TiJel'e exists a, nllmber A > 0 depending on 'Y a,nd the exponents slleil that 

\Ix E r, 

vi) For all u, v E B(l(X)-l), we have 

for some lIniversal eonst;l11t J(. 

We shall refer to any system of local cha.rts {<I>x : :/: E r} satisfying i) - vi) as 

("f, I)-cha.rts for f and g. Obviously, if {<I>x : :/: E r} is a system of ("f, I)-charts 

for both f and g, then it is a system for either f or 9 as well. 

The Proof of Proposition 5.1. 

By Proposition 4.6 there exists a mCClStl !'able function C : r ~ [1,00) sllch that 

for all x E r, we have the following. 

i) 'tin, k E ~, tt E Eij(X), i = 1"", l'(x, f), j = 1"", l'(x,g), 

C( :t: )-111 ull en.\i(a·,f)+k'\j(X,9)-(ln l+lklh 

:::; "D(rl)~.ull S; C(:/:)I\ul\e1t ·\i(X,f)+k'\j{x,.9)+(lnl+1ki)'Y. 

iii) C(J±lX ):::; C(x)e'Y, C(g±lX ):::; C(a:)e'Y. 

We define a new inner product {((" .))) on I~M. First, for tt, v E Ejj(.'l:), let 

+00 +00 ((D(fllgk)xu , D(Jn!/)xv)) 

(((tt, v))) = n~oo k~OO exp 2[nAi(X, f) + kAj(;V, g) + 2(lnl + IklhJ' 

Then we extend (((" .))) to TxM by demanding that all subspaces {Eij(x)} be 

mutually orthogonal with respect to (((', .))). Let III· III be the corresponding norm. 
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A calculation shows that V 0 f. tt E Ejj(x), 

+00 +00 I 
where Co = (L: L: e-2 (1n l+1klh) 2", and 

n=-oo k=-oo 

and then 

l'(x,J) r(a:,a) 

For arbitrary 0 f. tt E T.-cM, we can writeu = L: L: Uij, whereujj E Eij(x). 
i=l j=1 

It is clear that 

i j i j 

because there are at most m different subspaces Eij(x) in Txlll. With similar 

argument in [LY, Appendix] we obtain that 

Vi = 1"" , 1·(X,./'), j = 1" .. , 1'(x, g). 

Therefore 

1'(X,j) 1'(X,a) r(x,j) 1'(X,a) 

Illul/l::; L L Illuijlll::; CoC(:1:) L L II'llijll ::; mCoC(xY"l/ul/. 
i=I j=1 i=1 j=1 

Define a linear map Lx : 1"'x1l1 ~ fRill such that 

and let <I>x = expxoL,;;-\ then i)-iii) hold, if we use, instead ofmax{m,,4,}. To 

get iv)-vi) we take I(a:) = CC(x)m, where C is large enough and chosen in a way 

similar as in [LY, Appendix], and take f{ = 2m for vi). The proof is finished. I 
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Corollary 5.2. With above nota,tion, V 0 < € < e-')', 

P1'Oof It is Proposition 5.1.v). I 

Now we introduce a new norm I . I' on JRm. For any v E JRm, we may write 
r(x,f) r(x,a) 

v = L: L: Vij, where Vij E RU as Rij =f:. {O}. Then let 
i=1 j=1 

lvi' = ma.x{ IVijl, Vi = 1"", 1'(X, /), j = 1"" ,1'(X, ,q)}. 

It is clear that f,nlvi ::; lvi' ::; Ivl, where 111. = dimJl1, and Proposition 5.1 still 

holds for I· I', but the universal constant J( = 2m may change to J( = 2m;m.. 

From here on, we use I . I' as the norm in /Rill and still write it as I . I. 

Suppose {<1>3: : x E r} is a system of (-y, I)-charts for f. For x E r, let 

RIt = L;;;1 EIt(x, f),RsC = L;;;1 ESC(a:, f) and so on. Then /Rm = R'9 X RC X Rtl, or 

lRm = RBC X RU. By Proposition 5.l.ii), D<I>x(O) takes RIt, RC, RS to EU(x, /), 

Ee(x,f), ES(x,/) respectively. The u-coordinate of a point v E /Rill is denoted 

by v lt • Other notations such as V e , v . ., V.ge are understood in obvious way. Clearly 

We should remember that the notations 'Vu,Vsc depend on the diffeomorphism, but 

we will not indicate it in our notation, because there is no ambiguity from context. 

Corollary 5.3. Let a: E rand 0 < € < e-'\-'Y. We have the following. 

i) Ifv,v' E B(d(a:)-I) and Iv - v'l = Iv u - v:ll, then 

II': , I'" , 'I - I(]"') (I'" , ') I > ,\+(x,J)-2'Y1' 'I • xV - • xV - xV u - • xV tl _ e V - v . 

ii) Ifv,v' E B(d(x)-l) and Iv - v'l = Ivsc - v~cl, then 

I f~-I, 1--1 '1-1(/"'-1) (f-- I ') I> -2')'1' 'I x V - ;to v - . x V BC - x V BC _ e V - v . 

Proof It follows from Proposition 5.1.iii)-v). I 

.j 
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1.6 Unstable Manifolds 

Recall that the global unstable manifold of a diffeomorphism f at x is the set 

W!I(x, J) = {y E AI: lim sup * log d(J-nx,J-n y) < OJ. 
n-+oo 

Let {<1>x : x E f} be a system of (-Y,I)- charts for f. The local unstable 

manifold, denoted by W~(x,f), of f at x associated with {<1>x} and a is defined to 

be the component of Wlt(x, J) n <1>xR(al(x)-l) that contains x. The <1>;1_ image 

of this set in the x-chart is denoted by I;V~'(x, J). 

The following result is well-known. 

Proposition 6.1. ForO < a ~ 1 and x E f, ~lflt(x,J) is t.ilegraph ofafllnctioll 

witb 'IjJ[(O) = 0 <Ind II D'Ij){ II~ ~, II'lJere Blt((3) <llld BSC((3) denote the balls centered 

a,t the origin of radills (3 in Rlt aDd Rse respectively. 

The family of globa.l unstable manifolds {Hflt(x, J) : x E f} is f -invariant, 

that is, fWlt(.'l:, J) = W tl U.1:, f). If.f and 9 commute, we have the following. 

Lemma 6.2. /Wlt(x,g) = Wlt(fx,g). 

Proof There exists C > O,such that "ix, y E M, 

C-1d(x,y) ~ d(Jx,fy) ~ Cd(x,y). 

Therefore 

fW"(x,g) 
1 

= {y EM: limsup-logd(g-nx,g-n(J-ly)) < O} 
n-+oo 12 

1 
= {y E AI: limsup-logd(g-71(Ja:),g-n y ) < O} 

n-+oo 12 

= W"(f.'l:,g). I 

Now we consider the case that E"(x,J) = EII(X,g), jt - a.e. Let {<1>x: a: E r} 

be a system of (-y, I)-charts for both f and g. Then by Proposition 6.1 there are 
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two functions 'ljJ£ and 'ljJ~ defined on the balls of radius al(x)-l centered at origin 

in RU, where RU = (D<J>x(O))-lEU(a:,1) = (D<J>x(O))-lEU(x,,q). The graphs of 1jJ£ 

and 1P~ are IV~l(x,j) and l'V~l(;v,,q) respectively. 

Lemma 6.3. Suppose EU(x, I) = EU(x,,q), It - a.e. and 0 < a < e-'\-"f. Then 

V x E I', 

i) i;ll'l!~t(x, I) c 1,f!~'Cr-lx, I), 

P7'Oof We only need prove the result related to l,l!~t(x,,q). Take v E l'V~l(x,g) 

arbitrary. Then Ivl :::; al(x)-l. By Proposition 5.1.v), Ij;lvl :::; e-"fl(x)-l :::; 

1(J-IX)-l, i.e. j;lv E B(l(J-IX)-l). It is easy to know by Lemma 6.2 and 

Proposition 6.1 that J:-1v E l'l~~t,(J-lx,g) for some 0 < at < 1. Thus, Proposition 

6.1 gives that U:-1vl = IU:-1v)ul. By Corollary 5.3.i), 

i.e. 

Thus, li;lvl E 1(J-lx)-l and i) holds. Continuing this process we obtain ii). I 

Proposition 6.4. Suppose M is a Coo compact Riemannian manifold without 

boundmy, f,g E Difj'2(M) with fg = g/, and r is ciS in Theorem A. For any x E r, 
if EtL(x,f) = EtL(x,g), then WU(x,f) = WtL(x,g). 

Proof Weonlyneecl show that for some 0 < a < e-'\-"f, l'f!~(x,f) = l,lr~(x,g). 
Suppose it is not true. Then we can find u E l'Vlt(x,f), v E }VtL(x, g), such 

that 

lu - vi = lu sc - vscl > O. 
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where U.9C ,VSC are the Be-coordinates of u and v respectively. By Lemma 6.3, we 

have that 

and !;TlU,}';11V E B(o:l(.f-71 X)-I) for any n > O. Applying Corollary 5.3.ii) repeat

edly, we get 

Without loss generality we may assume that >.+(x,j) ;::: >.+(x,g). Since Proposi

tion 6.1 implies I U;71'll)sc I ::; !IU;7Iu )1LI, we get V n ;::: 0, 

I(/;nu)sc - U;lIv)scl-/U:;nu)sc/ 
/U;nv)tt/ 

e-2n')'/u _ v/- ~o:e-71(,\+(x.f)-2')') 
> 

ne-n('\+ (X.9)-2')') 

= a-l/u _ v/en(,\+(X.9l-'h) _ ~en('\.dx.g)-'\+(x.f)). 

By our assumption, >'+(:1:, g) - >'+(:I.:,./') ::; O. Hence the right hand side in above 

inequality tends to infinite as 11 ~ 00. But by Proposition 6.1, /(/;nv)sc/ ::; 

~/(j;11V)It/. This is a contradiction. I 

1.7 Local Entropies 

Suppose /1 E M(M,.f), but not necessary in M(Al, g). Let B(x, f) be a closed 

ball in A1 centered at x of radius f. We call the set 

11 

B 11 (x, f, f) = n j-i B(/x, f) 
i;:::O 
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to be an (n, €, f)-ball of f at x E lvI. The local entropy hv(x, I) of f at x is 

defined as (see [BKJ) 

= limlimsup-..!.logIlBn(x,€,1) 
(->0 n->oo n 

= lim lim inf -..!.log IIBn(x, €, I) 
(->0 n->oo n 

which holds for II - a.c. x E A1, and satisfies that hAfx, I) = hv(x, f) and 

f hv(x,l)dll(X) = hv(f). 

Recall g* II = II 0 g-l. Since II is a fixed point of .f* and .f* g* = g*.f*, by 

Proposition 2.1, g*11 is also a fixed point of r, i.e. g*v E M(l\1, I). 

Lemma 7.1. V II E /v((l\1, I), hg.,,(x, I) = hv(g-lx, I), II - a.c.x E A1. There

fore, ha·v(f) = hAl)· 

Proof Since 9 E Diff2(l\1), there exists C> 1, such that V:I: E AI, € > 0, 

Hence 

So, by the definition of local entropy, 

This is the first result. Also we ha.ve 

hg·v(f) = J ha·v(:t:,f)d(g*/I)(:t:) = J hv(g-l x ,l)dv(g-l;l:) 

= J hv(Y, f)dll(Y) = hAl)· I 

Since V fl E M(Jl1,f,g), 9*fl = fl, the following fact Can be induced directly 

from Lemma 7.1. 
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Corollary 7.2. htt(x, I) is both f and g-inva,ria,nt. Consequently, if II is 

(J, g)-ergodic, then htt(.'V, I) = htt(J), 11 - a.e. x E r. 

Suppose a measure It is given. For 8 E (0,1), we denote by Nn(E,8,1) the 

minimal number of (n, E, I)-balls covering a set of the measure more than or 

equal to 1 - 8. A. Katok has proved (see [K]) that if Jl is an ergodic measure for I, 
then for every 8 E (0,1), h/1(.f) = limlimsup~logNn(E,8,1). Now we have same 

(-+0 71-+00 

result for the measure II which is (f,g)-ergodic. 

Proposition 7.3. If ,I is an (f, g)-ergodic measure all A1, tlwl1 V 8 E (0,1), 

h/LU) = lim lim Slip .!:..log Nn ( C, 8, f). 
(-+0 n-oo n 

P1'OOj. Take, > 0 arbitrary. 

Since 

h/t(x,1) = lim lim inf-.!:..log/IBn(x, f,f), 
(-+0 n-oo n Jl - a.e. x E A1, 

we can choose an E > 0 and an no > 0 such that. V n > no, the set 

An = {x EM: jtBn(x, 2e, I) ::; exp -n(h/t(f) -,) } 

has measure larger tha.n or equal to ~(1 + 8). 

Let A~t be a set that can be covered by Nn (e, 8, I) (n, e, I) - balls. A~ n An =/:. 0 

because Jl(A~tnAn) 2:: ~(l-li). Thus Nn (e,8,1) (n,e,f)-balls can cover A~nAn' 

On the other hand, to cover A~ n An by (1/,210, f)-balls centered a.t points in 

A~t n An, the number of such balls can not be less than 1;6 exp n(h/t(f) - ,). 

Since each (n, e, I)-ball whose intersection with set A~ n An is nonempty must be 

contained in an (n,2E,f)-ball centered at a point in A~ nAn, we have 

1-8 
Nn(e, 8, f) 2:: ~expn(h/t(.f) -,). 

·1 
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It is true for any n > no. Hence 

and therefore 

The inequality in another direction can be obtained in similar way. I 

In our discussion we only need the inequality with the proved direction. 

Suppose p : M ~ lR+ is a measurable function. Define an (17., p, f)-ball at 

x E Al by 
n 

Bn(x,p,f) = n J-iB(/x,p(/x)). 
i=o 

Proposition 7.4. Let {Pc: to > O} be a. family of functions on All satisfying 

tilat 

i) 0 < pc :::; to, V x E M, 

ii) flog Pcdll < 00, V to > 0, 

iii) Pc monotonollsly decreases as to ~ O. 

Til en 

Il - a.e. x E r. 

Proof Clearly B lI (x, PC! f) c B lI (x, to, f). Hence 

By the results of Mane [MJ, Brin and Kat.ok [BKJ, 

So the equalities hold everywhere and the result follows. I 
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1.8 The Subadditivity of Entropies of COllulluting Diffeo-
1l1orphislllS 

We devote this section to the proof of the first part of Theorem B. The method 

we use here is estimating the number of (n, f)-balls which cover the set of measure 

more than or equal to 1 - {j for some constant {j E (0,1). 

Let {<px : x E r} be a system of (f, I)-charts for both f and g. Recall that 

B(p) denot.e the ball in IRm centered at the origin of radius p, and the maps <Px 

and fl,' are defined on [3(1(;2: )-1). Sometimes we will omit the subscript x. 

For I> 0, let 1", = {:z: E l' : I(:z:) < I}. 

Lemma 8.1. Suppose y E 1', n /-111', <lllel 0< W- 211'Y < I-I. Let E C IRni. 

i) If E c B(fC-211'Y), l~tE' C B(t),a.nd l!~E C B(l(ly)-I), Vi = 1,,,, ,n, tiWll 

./~l'I·EI cB-("e-21l1I1X{II-i,ih), W' 01 _ \.. vZ= , ,"',11.. 

Proof. i) Suppose there is vEE with /j!~v/ > fC- 2(71- ib for some i E (0, n). 

If Il;v/ = /U;v)u/, then by Corollary 5.3.i), 

If Il~v/ = /U;v)cs/, then by Corollary 5.3.ii), 

Both cases are impossible. 

ii) By part i), l~E C i3(fC-2(1I-ih ). Again, using part i) on the set f~IE for 

f- I , we get f~E C B( w-2i')'). The proof is finished by combining the inclusions. I 
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Take I> 0 such that prl > O. For any x E r /, let TJ(X) be the smallest positive 

integer k such that Jkx E fl' By Poincare Recurrence Theorem for Il- a.e x E f/' 

TJ(X) < 00. We extend TJ(a;) to Al by putting TJ(;V) = 0 if x E Al\f/. 

For any f > 0, define a function Pf,J : Al ~ 1R+ by 

Now 10gpf,J is integrable for any f > 0 because Irt TJ(X) S; 1. So the family of 

functions {p(,J: f > 0 } satisfies the conditions in Proposition 7.4. 

Lemma 8.2. Let 0 < f < 1-2 and p(,J be defined CIS above. If y E fl n j-n f/' 

tilen 

f~i<1>-l[B (1/ p f) n B(y fe-271'Y)] C B(de-2(n-ih ) y y n d' (.1,., , Vi = 0"" ,no 

Proof. Denote 

Take vEE arbitrary and let z = <1>y'U. 

Clearly d(y, z) S; fe- 211'Y, d(,{'Iy, fllZ) S; p(,J(Jll y ) S; L Therefore by Proposition 

5.1.vi), 

For i = 1, ... , n, we have that 

If py E r /, then d(Jiy, jiz) S; 1-2 S; l(Ji y)-2 and therefore I.~'VI = 1<1>-1(pz)1 S; 

l(JilJ )-1. Suppose Jiy rJ. r/. Let j < i be the largest integer such that Jjy E r/, 
then TJ(Jiy) ~ i - j and d(.fiy, p z) S; 1-2e-('\+'Y)(i-i) S; l(Jiy )-2e-(.\+'Y)(i-i). So 

we have 

'1 
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Thus, by Proposition 5.1.v), 

Now we know that E satisfies the conditions of Lemma S.1.i) and therefore our 

result follows. 

set 

.6. = BnCy, Pc,f, f) n B(y, e::e-2n"Y) 

nu 9 )-n [Bn( U 9 )71y, P£,g-l, g-l) n B( (f 9 )tly, W-2t1')')], 

then 

.6. c BII(y, dK, fg), 

where J( is as in Proposition 5.1. vi). 

P./'oof Let 

By Lemma 8.2, V A~ = 0,1"" ,11, 

(fg Y?J!;k E C g-k<I>u~)nll[BtI(Ug ty, Pe,y-I, g-l) n B((f g)tly, €e- 2n"Y)] 

C B(de- 2(n-kh ). 

Using n - k instead of k, and noticing (fg)tlg;(tI-k) = (fg)k i:-k, we have 

Now we claim that V k: = 0,1"" ,11, 

Vi = 0,1"" ,k. 

I 
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For k = 0, the claim is true because by (*) we have already had j~l E c B( d). 

We suppose the cla.im is true for k - 1, i.e. 

Y i = 0,1"" , k - 1. 

Thus 

Y i = 0,1"" , ~~ - 1. 

Since ° < (; < 1-2C-,\-2"!, de-211lIlx{k-i-l,ihc'\ < I-IC-2111I1X{k-i,ih. Also, 

Therefore dc-211lIlX{k-i-l,ihc'\ < I((fg)ir-ky)-l. Now we can use Corollary 5.2 on 

the right hand side in (**) and obta.in that Y i = 0,1"", k - 1, 

By Proposition 5.1, l(.f±l:r) :::; I(x)e"!. I-Ience y E 1', n l- 1I r, implies that r-ky E 

1"ck"Y n l-k1', c r" n l-kr", where I' = le k"!. Also, dC 2k
,,! < (1')-1. Thus by (*) 

and (* * *) we can use Lemma S.1.ii) on the set k-k E for diffeomorphism 1 9 to 

obtain that 

Yi=O,I,···,k, 

i.e. the claim is true for k. 

By induction the claim is true for '0 = n. So 

Y i = 0, 1, ... , n. 

Thus, 

Y i = 0, 1, ... , n, 
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I.e. 

Vi = 0,1" . " n. 

The result follows from the definition of Bn(y,dJ(,fg). I 

The P.roof of Theorem B (First Pal't). 

Because the entropy map, which is defined on the set of invariant measures 

and has values in [0, +ooJ, is affine and any /1, E M(M, f,g) has (f,g)-ergodic 

decomposition, we only need prove the theorem if /1, is an (.f,g)-ergodic measure. 

Take, > 0 small sufficiently. 

Take 0 E (0,1). 

Let {<I>x: x E f} be a system of (f,l)-charts for both f and g. Let fl = {x E 

f : l(x) :5 I}. Fix an I > 1 such that Ilfl > 1 -~. We define two families of 

functions {Pf,]} and {Pf,g-l} as above corresponding to f and g-1 respectively. 

Let 

A~,c,'Y = {x E f: IlBk(x, Pc,/! 1) ~ exp -h:(h"U) + ,), Vh: ~ n}. 

Since Pc,] is decreasing as c:. -t 0, by Proposition 7,4, 

So V c:. > 0, /lA!t,c,'Y -t 1, as 11. -t 00. Then 3 nj(c:.) > 0, such that V n > n-j{c:.), 

l j > 0 
Ilf n,c,'Y - 1 - '5' 

By the definition of A~,c,'Y' there are at most exp 11.( h,,(f) + ,) disjoint (n, Pc,], 1)

balls centered at points in A!t,c,'Y' So the same number of (n, 2pc,j, 1) -balls centered 

at points in A!t,c,'Y can cover A!t,c,'Y' Suppose {Bn (x,2pc,j,1): x E Sj} is a set of 

such balls. Then we have that 

U Bn(a:, 2pc,j, 1) :::> A~,c,'Y' 
xES! 
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Similarly, for diffeomorphism g-l, V € > 0, 3ng( c;) > 0, such that V n > ng( c;), 

we have sets A~,c,')' and Sg satisfying the following. 

A[J > 1 8 Jt n c '" - --;;. 
III b 

U Bn (x,2pc ,y-l,g-l) ~ A~,cl'Y' 
xESg 

We denote by N(a) the minimal number of balls of radius a covering Al. Since 

dimAl = m, there exists a consta.nt C> 0 such that N(a) < ea-nl
, Va> O. Let 

So be a set such that 

U B(x, 2w-2n')') ~ M, 
a:ESo 

Now we take 0 < € < ~1-2e-,\-2')'. For each n > max{nJ(c;),n[J(c;)}, let 

Clearly, J.lA II ;::: 1- 8. For any xJ E SJ, :/:[J E Sg, x', x" E S, if the intersection 

AnB( '? f)nB("') -211')')n(/)-n[B('? -1)nB(.II? -211')')] n n X J, ~pc,J,. 3, ,~€e 9 n Xg, ~Pc,g-I, 9 :/, ,~€e 

is not empty, then for any y in it, the intersection is contained in the set 

Bn(Y, 4pc,J, f) n B(y, 4W- 211
')') 

n(lg)-II [Bn((lgty, 4Pc,rl, g-l) n B((lgty, 4w-2n')')]. 

Notice YEAn C fl n I-II fl n (lg )-11 f/' and 0 < 4€ < 1-2e->.-2')', the result 

of Lemma 8.3 still holds if we use 4€ instead of L So the set is contained in 

'I 



There are at most 

/8J /./89 /·/80 /
2 < expn(h/l(f) + 1') . expn(h/l(g) + 1') . C2

• (2c:e- 2n1't2m 

= C2. (2c:t2m . expn[h/l(.f) + h/l(g) + (4m + 2hl 
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different sllch intersections. Each one is contained in an (12, 4dJ(, fg)-ball. Since 

these intersections cover An, and pAn> 1 - 0, we have 

Thus, 

Since I' is arbitrary, we get 

I 

1.9 A Partition Subordinating to liVu-foliations 

In this section we assume that E1L(.1:,f) = ElI(x,g), II - a.e. By Proposition 

6.4, we have W"(x,J) = W1L(x,g), p- a.e. Therefore it can be written as W1L(x). 

We will construct a measurable partition 71 subordinating to WIl and increasing 

uncleI' the action of diffeomorphisms f and g, so that we can compute entropies of 

the diffeomorphisms and get the proof of the equality part in Theorem B. 

In our discussion we also assume that II. is an (f,g)-crgodic measure on !l1. 

A measurable partition ~ of M is a partition of !l1 such that, up to a set 

of measure zero, the quotient space !l1 / ~ is separated by a countable number of 

measllrable sets( see[RoJ). 
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A measurable partition e of M is said to be subordinate to the WU-foliation 

if for Jl- a.e.:v, e(x) c ];V1t(a:) and ~(x) contains a neighborhood of x open in the 

submanifold topology of W1t(x )(see [LY]). 

For two partitions 6 and 6, we say 6 refines 6, denoted by 6 ;:::: 6, if 

6(x) c 6(X),ll - a.e. We say that a partition e is I-increasing if I~ ::::; ~, g

increasing is defined analogously. ~ is said to be (f, g)-increasing, if ~ is both l

and g-inCl'easing. 

Let 13 11 be the biggest sub-O"-algebra whose elements are unions of entire 

WtL-manifold. 

Proposition 9.1. There is a measlIl'Clble partition 7] 01] M with tile following 

properties. 

i) 17 is subordinate to WlI-folicl,tion. 

ii) 17 is (f,g)-inc1'easing, i.e. f17 ::::; 17 and 917 ::; 17· 
00 00 

iii) Both V l-n 17 and V g-k 17 are the partition into points (mod 0). 
71=0 k=O 

00 00 

iv) TIle big'l5'est O"-algebl'a, contclined in n n l-ng -k 17 is 13 It • 
n=Ok=O 

To prove the proposition we introducc somc lemmas. 

Lemma 9.2. Let po > 0, 0 < a < 1 and 11 be a, finite non-negative Borel 

measure on [0, Po]. Then the Lebesgue measure of the set 

00 00 

La, = {p: 0::; p ::; po, L L lI([p - anH , p + a7lH ]) < oo} 
7I=Ok=O 

is equa.] to po. 

Pl'oof The idea is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.2 in [LS]. The modi

fication is replacing set N a•7I in the proof by set 

Lemma 9.3. Tllel'e is a constant. b > 0, such tlwt "Ix E f, for Lebesgue almost 
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every choice of p, 0 < p < I(X)-l, It - a.e.y E AI, the inequality 

llOlds a,t most for finite number of pairs (n, k), where A+(X) = min{,\+(x, f), 

A+(X,g)}. 

P1'Ooj: Take b > 0 such that d(z,fJB(x,p)):::; T implies Id(x,z) -pi:::; bT 

whenever 0 < T < p:::; I(X)-l. 

Defineanon-negativeBorelmeasureI1onIRbYII(A) = It{y E!vI: d(x,y) E A} 

for any Borel set A C IR. Thus, by Lemma 9.2, we get, applied a = e-(,\+(x)-2-d, 

that 

00 00 

P = {p: 0:::; p:::; 1(:z:)-I, L Lfl{lI EM: Id(x,y)-pi < e-(n+k)(,\+(X)-2'Y)} < oo} 
lI=ok=o 

has Lebesgue measure 1(:1.:)-1. Since fl is f- and g-invariant., 

P = {p: 
00 00 

L Llt{y EM: Id(x,f-lIg-k y) -pi < e-(nH)(.\+(x)-2'Y)} < oo}. 
n=Ok=o 

1"1'0111 the choice of b, V pEP, 

f f p{y E Ai: dU-ng-ky, fJB(:z:,p)) < ie -(IIH)('\+(X)-2'Y)} < 00. 

n=Ok=O 

By Borel-Cantelli Lemma, except for finite number of pairs (n, k), 

This finishes the proof of the lemma .. 

Define a metric dw (', .) on !vI by 

if y, z E W1t(x) for some x E !vI; 
otherwise, 

I 

where dw(x)("') is a metric on W 1t(x) induced by the Riemannian structure on 

W1t(x). Clearly, dw (·,·) is independent of the choice of x E AI. 
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Lemma 9.4. For 0 < a < 1, z E r, ify E W:(z), then Vn, k ? 0, 

P1'00f. Take a system of (I, I)-charts {<I>z: z E r} for both f and g. Let 

v = <I>;ly, then v E W~I(Z). By Lemma 6.3, 

By Proposition 5.1.vi) and Lemma 6.1\ dw(f-ng-ky,/-ng-kz) ::; 2J(IU-ng-k )zvl 
and Ivl::; I(z)d(y,z)::; I(z)dtu(y,z). Hence the result follows. I 

The Proof of Proposition 9.1. 

Take 1 > 0 with pr, > o. 
Fix 0 < a < 1. Take a: E 1', such that Vp> 0, p(B(x, p) nI'l) > O. 

Let 

S(:I:, p) = u W;(y) n B(x,p). 
UEI',nB(x,p) 

Thus V 0 < p < %1- 1 , if two points Zl,ZZ E 8(a:,p) are not in the same local leaf 

W:(y) n B(;l;,p) for some y E r, n B(a:,p), then dw (ZI'ZZ) > 2p. 

For any 0 < p < %1- 1 we construct a partition ~p of !If defined by all the sets 

and then put 

~ (1) _ {W~t(y) n S(x,p), 
p y - !l1\8(:r, p), 

00 00 

if y E S(x,p); 
otherwise, 

17p = V V rl~p, 
n=Ok=O 

00 00 

Since It( U U rgk8(a:,p)) = 1, it follows that It - a.c.z E r, 17p(Z) C WtL(z). 
n=lk=1 

It is also clear that 17p satisfies the properties ii)-iv) in the proposition. To com-

plete the proof we have to choose a p > 0 such that Jl - a.c.z, 17Az) contains an 

open neighborhood of z in the submanifold topology of WU(z). 
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Let 

By Lemma 9.3, there is a p > ° such that (3p(z) > 0, It - a.e. z E M. 

Now we only need prove that Vz E I', if Y E WU(z),dtu(y,z) < (3p(Z) , then 

y E 17p(Z). In this circumstances, y E W~(z) and by Lemma 9.4, V n, k 2: 0, 

We have following cases to consider. 

i) Both J-ng-k y and f-ng-k z belong to 8(;1:,1'). By the choice of (3p(z), 

So the two points in the same local leaf of 8(x,p). Therefore ep(f-ng-ky) = 

ep(J-ng-kz ). 

ii) Neither f- lIg-ky nor J-lIg-k z belongs to 8(X,1·). By the construction of 

ep, we have e"U-ng-ky) = e"u-'Ig-ky ). 

iii) One of f- lI g-J.'y and f-'Ig-k z belongs to 8(x, 1') but the other does not. By 

the choice of (3,,(z), 

It is impossible. 

Hence V 11., k 2: 0, we always have ep(f-ng-k y) = epU-ng-kz). So y E 17p(Z). I 
00 00 

We fix p > ° such that 11 = V V fllgkep is the measurable partition of A1 
n=O k=O 

satisfying Proposi tion 9.1. 

Lemma 9.5. Let 11 be a partition constmcted as a,bove. Then 
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Proof. We only prove the first equality. 

For any I-invariant measure II, 

where II( ,11]( x)) is the system of conditional measures with respect to the a-algebra 

generated by the partition 71. By (~~) in §1.2, h,t(f, 1]) = fE(M,!) h'te (f, 71 )d7r(llc)' 

Similarly, hA.f) = f!.th'J(a~,.f)dll(:v) implies h,t(f) = fE(M,!)h,te(f)d7r(lle)' There

fore we only need show that 7r - a.e. ltc, h'le (f, 71) = h,tc (f). 
00 00 

For 7r - a.e. Ilc, fle( U U rgk8(x, p)) = 1. Since Ilc E £(lvI,.f), we can take 
n=O k=O 

00 00 

k = k(Pe) such that Ilc( U rgk8(x,p)) = 1. Denote 71c = V ./'ngkep, then 71e is a 
n=O n=O 

pal'ti tion constructed as same as in the proof of Lemma i1. 1. 1 in [L Y]. So we have 

Now we need prove that h'lc U,71c) = h"cU,.,,). The argument is similar to the 

prove of Lemma 4.1.2 in [LY]. Notice 71e :; 71 and /rIc:; 71c, we have 

h,1e U,17) = h,IJ/"l/e V 7,) = h,I"U,11c V r71) = IJ/1c (11c V r71l/l1c V r+l1]) 

= IJ,'c(71eI/11c V r+ll1) + H,lc(11cl/-nl1e V /77)' 

As n -+ 00, the first. term increases monotonously and tends to IJ,1.(11el/l1e) = 
hlle (f, lIe)' while the second term decreases and goes to O. Since the formula is true 

for any n > 0, this finishes the proof. I 

1.10 The Condition for Equality 

We will prove the rest part of Theorem B in the section. First we consider a 

special case, for Il - a.e, x E A1, EIt(a~, f) = EII(X, g). 

.j 
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Proposition 10.1. If E1t(x,.f) = EtI(x, g), It-a.e. then hl,(lg) = h/t(l)+h/t(g). 

p.roof. Take partition 11 as in the proof of Proposition 9.1. Since jl1 :$ 11 and 

911 :$ 1/, by Lemma 9.5, we have 

hl,(lg) 2: hl,(l9,11) = H1,(rl!.fgq) = H/,(l1 V g1//f911) 

= H/t(971!.f971) + HJj (7}/911 V fg7}) = H,,(7//fl1) + HJj(7}/911) 

= 11.1,(1) + h1t(g). 

Then the result follows from the first part of Theorem B. I 

Now we consider the general case, E1t(x,1) n E8(:I:,g) = {O} = E8(X,.f) n 
EtI(x,g),p - a.c. 

Lemma 10.2. Suppose EtI(x,1) n E8(X,g) = {O} and E3(.7.:,1) n E1t(x,g) = 
{O}, P - a.c. Tlwn t.here exists (Ill N > 0, such tlwt. V n > N, 

p.roof. Take NJ > 0, such that 

where ~A(X, I) = min{Ai(x, f) - Ai+l (x, I): i = 1" ., , s(x, f) - I} is as in §1.5. 

Let u(x, f) = min{i : Ai(X, f) 2: O}, in other words, u(x,1) is defined such 

that A1t(x,J) (:v, 1) is the smallest nonnegative exponent of f. u(x,g), u(x, rg) are 

understood in similar way. 

For any n 2: Nf, if we denote the Lyapunov exponents of f1lg by Al(X,jtlg) > 

... > Ar(x,JIIg)(x, rg), then by Theorem A and the supposition of the lemma, 

VI :$ p :$ u(x, rg), :I 1 ::; i ::; u(.7.:, I), 1 :$ j ::; u(x, g) with 
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By the choice of Nj we know that nAjl(x,J) + Ah(x,9) > nAj2(X,J) + Ah(x,9) if 

and only if il > i2, or il = i2 and jl > h. Thus the decomposition EU(x, rg) = 
u(x,f"g) 

E9 Ep(x, rg) of unstable part in tangent space can be written as 
u=1 

u(x,!) u(x,u) 

EU(x, rg) = E9 E9 Eij(x), 
j=1 j=1 

where Ejj(x) = Ep(x,rg), if nAi(X,f) + Aj(X,g) = Ap(X,rg) for some 1 :5]1:5 

u(x,rg), and otherwise Ejj(x) = {OJ. The Ledrappier-Young's formula rela.ting 

entropy, exponents and dimensions is 

tt(x,!) 

h/t(x, J) = L Aj(X, J)'i(X, J), 
j=1 

where 'j(.1:,J) denotes a notion of fractional dimension defined as follows. 

Let W(i)(x,J) = {y EM: limsup~logd(f-llx,J-ny) :5 -Ai(X,.f)} for each 
n--+CQ 

i with Ai(X, J) > 0, which is a C2 immersed submanifold of !I1 with dimension 

L: dimE,9(x,f), and 17 (i) be a partit.ion subordinating to {W(i)(x,f)}. Denote by 
8<i 

jj(i)(x, t) the ball in W(i)(:1:,.n centered at a: of raelius t ill the distance induced by 

the Riemannian st.ructure on W(i)(x, f). For each i = 1,· .. , u(x, f) with Ai(X, f) > 

0, define 
c.( . f) _ l' log /l(B(i)(x, E)/17(i)(X)) 
u/x" -ln1 I ' 

f-O og E 

where the limits in the right hand side exist fl- a.e. x E !I1 and are independent 

of the choice of 17 (See [LY], §7). And then let 

i = 1,· .. , u(x, J), 

where we regard bo(:1:,.f) = 0, and bu(:l',!)(x,.n as any fixed constant between 

bu(x.!)-I(X,J) and dim!l1 if AU(J'J)(x,f) = O. ,j(a:,g) and'i(x,rg) are defined 

similarly. 

For any 1 :5 i:5 u(x,J), let pj be the smallest number such that Api(x,rg) 2:: 

nAi(X,J), and let ]10 = O. It means that if Pi :5 ]1 < Pj+1, then Ap(X, rg) = 
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nAi(X, J) + Aj(X,g) for some 1 ~ j ~ u(x,g). Thus W(i)(x, J) = W(p;)(x, rg) and 

Oi(X, J) = 01Ji(X, rg). So 

Pi 
li(X,.f) = 01Ji(X, rg) - 0Pi_1 (x, rg) = L IP(.7:, .rng) 

P=Pi_I+1 

except for i = u(x,.f) as A11(X,J)(x, J) = O. Put lij(X) = IP(X, rg) if Eij(X) = 
Ep(x,rg), and lij(X) = 0 if Eij(x) = {OJ. Above formula shows that li(X,.f) = 
u(x,g) 
L: lij(X). Now the Ledra.ppier-Young's formula for diffeomorphism,rng can be 
j=1 

expressed as 

Il(x,f"g) It(x,J) u(x,g) 

h/-l(x,rg) = L )..p(x,rghp(x,rg) = L L (UAi(X,f) + )..j(X,g)hij(X). 
p=1 i=1 j=1 

Therefore 

tt(x,f) u(x,g) It(x,J) 

h/1(x, .rng) 2 L L nAi(X, fhij(x) = L n)..i(x, fhi(X) = nh/1(f). 
i=1 j=1 i=1 

max{Nj, Ng } is a required Humber. I 

The Proof of Theorem 13 (Second Part). 

Notice for any 11. > 0, EIl(X,/7Ig) = Ell(.7.:,fg7l), jl-a.e. because of the supposi

tion of the theorem. By Proposition 10.1 a.nd Lemma 10.2, if n is large sufficiently, 

then 

Since n is arbitrary, hAfg) = h/1(f) + h/l(g). I 

-I 



1.11 Topological Entropy 

By applying Theorem B, we can get similar result for topological entI 

of commuting diffeomorphisms. We will use the relationship between tope 

cal entropies and measure-theoretic entropies, i.e. htop(f) = maxi hv(f) 

M (M, J)}. Next proposition is in fact a generalization of Theorem C. 

Proposition 11.1. Suppose M is a compad Coo Riemannian manifold wil 

boundElIY, I fInd 9 fire commut;ing' diff'eomol'phisms in Difl2(1I1). If V 0' 

::J 0 ::; (3 ::; 0', such thai; the set 

Vj3 = {II E M(M, fg) : h,,(fg) ~ htopUg) - (3} 

is com pad in weak ~ topology, then 

hl,op(fg) ::; htop(f) + hl,opCq)· 

P1'OOj. Since entropy map II ~ h"Ug) is affine, Vj3 is a convex set. Sc 

is a nonempty convex set which is compact in weak * topology. By Lemma 

1*Vj3 c Vj3. So 1* has a fixed point in Vj3, i.e. Vj3 n M(M, J) =I 0. 

Take It E Vj3 n M(M, f), then It E M(M,/, /g). By Corollary 2.5, 

M(1Il,f,g). I-Ience h,tUg) ::; h,tU) + hit (g) ::; htopU) + htop(g). Also, It E 

so htopUg) ::; h,/Ug) -/- (3 ::; htopCf) + htop(g) + (3. Since 0 ::; (3 ::; 0' and c 

arbitrary, our result follows. 

Now we cOllsider two important cases, i.e. the entropy map of fg is up 

semi-continuous and the set of measures with maximal entropy of I 9 is a fiI 

dimensional simplex. 

Corollary 11.2. Suppose the entropy map of.fg is upper semi-continuous, 

"11/0 E M (1Il,.f g) and (3 > 0, there exists il neighborllOod U of 110 in M (111,/ g) Sl 

that II E U implies hAfg) ::; hvo(fg) + (3. Thell htopUg) ::; htop(f) + htop(g) 
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Proof Since entropy map v ~ hAfg) is upper semi-continuous, V a 2:: 0, 

Va, the preimage of [htop(Jg) - a, htop(Jg)J under the entropy map of fg, IS 

compact. I 

Corollary 11.3. If the set of measures with maximal entropy of fg is a. fini/,e 

dimensional simplex, then h(J g) :5 h top(J) + h top (g). 

Proof This is because the set Va = {lIE M(M,fg) : hAfg) = htop(Jg)} is 

compact. I 

The Proof of Theorem C. 

i) and ii) are from Corollary 11.2 plus [NJ and [WJ (Chapter 8) respectively, 

and iii) is Corollary 11.3. I 

We end this paper by a counterexample of two commuting homeomorphisms f 
and g with zero entropies on a smooth manifold Ai = 8 1 X 8 2 whose composition 

has positive entropy. 

Example. Let 8 1 = {O E [0,211") : {OJ = {211"} }. Take a homeomorphism 

a: 8 1 ~ 8 1
, such that a(O) = ° and a(O) :5 0, V 0 E (0,211"). Hence a has unique 

fixed point 0 = 0. 

Let 52 = {(1',r) E [0,2) x [0,211"J: {(7',0)} = {(r,211")},V1' E [0,2J;{(7',r)} = 

{(1',O)},Vr E [0, 21f),7' = 0,2}. Take D = {(1',r) E 8 2 : 0:5 l' :5 I}. Define 

a homeomorphism 4) : 8 2 ~ ,5'2, such that 1p(D) = D, restricted on D, 1p/D has 

positive entropy, and '1/)/S2\D = id/S 2\D. 

Define a. continuous map [3 : (0,211") x [0, 2) ~ [0,2), such that VO E (0,211"), 

[3( 0, .) = [30 ( .) : [0, 2J ~ [0,2) is a. homeomorphism, and for a.ny 7' E [0,1 J, ,Bo( 1') :5 

Or, if 0 E [0, 1f); [30(7') :5 (21f - 0)7', if 0 E [1I",211"J. Then we use [30 define a family of 

homeomorphisms 130 on 8 2 by putting 

130(1', r) = ([30(1'), r), 
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Now we take M = 3 1 X 3 2• Define f, 9 : !II -+ !II by 

for any 0 E 3 1\{0}, v = (1',r) E 3 2
, and 

f(O,v) = (O,v) = g(O,v), 

Clearly, both J and 9 are homeomorphisms under a suitable choice of '/:lo. 

For 0 E 3 1 \ {O}, v E 3 2
, 

fg(O, v) = /(0:- 1(0), f3o-1(0)f3;I(V)) 

and 

= (0:0:- 1(0), f3oo-1(0)1Pf3;21(0)f3o-1(0)f3;l(v)) = (0, f301Pf3;I(V) ), 

gf(O,v) = g(o:(O), f3o(O)'lpf3;I(V)) 

= (0:- 10:(0), f3cx-10(O)f3;;(~)f3o(O)1pf3;I(V)) = (0, f301pf3;l(v) ), 

fg(O,v) = (O,v) = g/(O,v), 

So fg = gf holds on M. 

55 

The nonwandering set for f and 9 are n(J) = {(O,v) : v E 3 2} = n(g), and 

flo(J) = id = gI0(9)' So ht,op(J) = ° = htop(g). Bllt for any 0 ~ 0, restrict to the 

set {(O,v) : v E S2}, fg is conjugate to 1p. Therefore htop(Jg) 2:: htop (1p) 2:: 0. 

Since the support of a.ny f- or g-invariant measure It must be contained in the 

set {(a, v) : v E S2}, hlt(Jg) should equal to zero if p E M(lVI,f, g). It means that 

the example does not. violate Theorem B, though f, 9 are not diffeomorphisms. 
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Chapter 2 Nonexistence of SBR Measures 
for SOlne Diffeomorphisms that are "Almost 

Anosov" 

2.1 Asstunptions and Statelnents of Results 

Let AI be a Coo two dimensional compact manifold without boundary, let 

m denote the Riemannian measure on 111, and let .f E Dif[2(A1). We assume 

throughout this paper that I satisfies the following two conditions. 

Assumption I. 

1. I has a fixed point p, i.e. lp = p. 

2. There exist a constant I\,S < 1, a continuous function ",U with 

{
-I ",U(x) - , 
> 1, 

at x = p , 
elsewhere, 

and a decomposition of the tangent spa.ce Tx 1l1 at every x E 111 into 

such that 

and 

liD IxvII ~ ",sIIvll, 

II D.fxvll ;::: ",1I(x)IIvll, 

IIDj~vll = IIvll, 

\Iv E E:, 

\Iv E E~, 

\Iv E E;. 

Assumption II. J is topologically transitive on JIll. 

Definition 1.1. An l-inv(;l,riCint Borel pl'Oba,biJity measure Jl on AI is called 

an SER measure [01' I : 111 -) 111 if 

-j 
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i) (f, Il) lIas positive Lyapunov exponents almost everywhere; 

ii) Il has a.bsolutely continuous conditional measures on unstable manifolds. 

We give the precise meaning of the second condition above. 

Let e be a measurable partition of a measure space X, and let II be a probability 

measure on X. Then there is a family of probability measures {II; : x E X} with 

v;(e(x)) = 1 such that for every measurable set Be X, x ~ IIHB) is measurable 

and 

(1.1 ) 

The family {lID is called a canonical system of conditional measures for v and e. 
(For a reference, see e.g. [R].) 

Suppose now that .f : (A1, It) ~ (M, It) has positive Lyapunov exponents al

most everywhere. Then fo), a.e. x, the unstable manifold Wlt(x) exists and is an 

immersed submanifold of I11 (see [P]). A measurable partition e of M is said to 

be subordinate to uns/ablernanifolds if for It -a.e. :z:, e( x) C Wlt( x) and contains 

an open neighborhood of x in Wlt(.1:). Let m~ denote the Riemannian measure in

duced on Wlt( x). We say that It has absolutely continuous conditional measures on 

unstable m.anifolds if for every measurable partition e that is subordinate to unsta

ble manifolds, JL~ is absolutely continuous wit.h respect to m~ (writt.en Iti « rn~~) 

for It -a.e. x E A1. (For more details, see e.g. [LS]). 

It is easy to verify that if Iti « m~ for one measurable partition e subordi

nate to unstable manifolds, then the same property holds for all other measurable 

partitions subordinate to unstable manifolds. 

We now state our results. Let f and Af be as in the beginning of this section. 

Theoren A. f does not admit 8BR measllres. 

Theorem B. For 11/. -CI.e. x E A1, 
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where Oz is the Dimc meastlre a,t z, and the above convergence is in the weak .. 

topology. 

As a by-product of our proofs for TheOl'en A and Theorem B, we obtain the 

following. 

Theorem C . .r lws an infinit,e inVClri;lnt measure p, with the following proper

ties: 

(i) ifU is a,l1Y open lleighborllOod ofp in M, then p,(Al\U) < 00; 

(ii) p, has a,bsolutely continuous condWona1 me;lStlreS on wea,k unstable mani

folds. 

Remark 1.2. Weak unstable manifolds are defined in Proposition 2.2 (2). 

Note that the definition of absolutely continuous conditional measures on unstable 

manifolds makes sense even though p, is a O"-finite measure. 

One could think of p, as an infinite SBll measure. In this paper, however, 

,the term "SBll measure" without any qualifications will always be reserved for 

probability measures. 

2.2 Prelhnillaries 

Lemma 2.1. TIJC maps x ~ {E~} and :/: ~ {E:J are continuous. 

This is an easy consequence of the "gap" between 1\.8 and 1 = inf{I\:U(x): x E 

An. The pl'Oof is left to the reader. 

We will use the following nota.tion: for (3 > 0, E~((3) = {v E E~: Ivl $ (3}, 

E;(f3) = {v E E;: Ivl::; f3}, and E;t.((3) = E~((3) x E;((3). 

Proposition 2.2. There exist two continuous foliations :Fit Clnd :F8 on M 

tallgent to Elt and ES respectively for which the following hold. 

-j 
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(1) The leaf of :Fs t;bl'O!lgh x, denoted by :Fs(x), is tbe stable manifold a.t x, 

i.e. 

(2) The leaf of :Fu th1'ough x, denoted by :Fll (x), is the unstable 01' "weak 

tlnsta.ble" manifold at x, i.e. 

:FU(x) = {y E 111: lim d(f-nx,J-n y ) = OJ. 
n-+oo . 

(3) TllC1'e exist constants f3 > 0 ll11d D > 0 such that fo1' all x E 111, if :Fg(x) is 

the component of :Fit ( x) n expx E,,"(f3) containing x, then exp;l :Fg(:/.:) is the grapll 

of a function ¢~: E~~(f3) -+ E;(f3) with ¢~(O) = 0 and 1I¢~"C2 :5 D. The analogous 

statement hoMs for :Fjj(x). 

P1'Oo!, These results follow from Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 5A.l in [I-IPS]. 

We indicate how :Fit is obtained. 

Let x E M be fixed. If ¢ : E~~(f3) -+ E;(f3) is a function with ¢(O) = 0 and 

Lip( ¢) :5 l, we let QJ:¢ : EJa,,(f3) -+ EJA(3) be the function defined by 

graph(Qx¢) = (ex))j} oj 0 expx(graph ¢)) n Ejx(f3). 

Note that Qx¢ is always well defined, even though J is not uniformly hyperbolic. 

The function ¢~ in assertion (3) is then obtained as the pointwise limit as n -+ 00 

of 

where 0 represents the 0 function from EJ-na,,(f3) to EJ-nx(f3), and :FU (.1:) is defined 

to be 

U r(:FJ(j-n x)). I 
n;::O 

Remark 2.3. For convenience we will write Wtt(x) = :Fll(x), WJ'(x) = :Fg(:/.:) 

etc. and refer to WtI(:c) and WJ'(x) as the "unstable manifold" and "local unstable 
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manifold" respectively at x, even though points on these manifolds may not be 

contracted exponentially in backwards time. 

The Lipschitzness of the WS-foliation will be very important for us later on. 

We give the form of the definition that, will be used. 

Definition 2.4. Let I:] and I:2 be two W"-lea,ves, a,nd let 0 : I:] -+ I:2 

be a, continuous map defined by sliding along the Hls-lea,ves, i.e. fol' x E I:], 

O(x) E I:2 n WS(:z:). We sc!y WS is Lipschitz if 0 is Lipschitz for eveq (I:l' I:2; 0). 

For y E W'~(:r), let dB(x, y) denote the distance between x and ]I measured 

along WS(x), and for z E W"(X), let d"(x, z) be defined similarly. 

Proposition 2.5. The HIS-foliation is Lipschitz. In fact, given DI > 0, there 

exists L1 > 0 stich t,/wt for eve1'J' (I:1' E2 ; 0) with dS(x,O(x)) < D1 Vx E I:1, the 

Lipschitz constant of 0 is less than OJ' equal to L1. 

Proof: This result follows from the stronger statement that the map x -+ E; 
is C 1 , which can be obtained using the same ideas in the proof of Theorem 6.3 in 

[HPJ. We sketch a more direct proof here for the convenience of the reader. 

Let Xl E I:], and let, be an arbitrarily short segment in I:1 containing Xl. 

We will argue that 1(,) :::::: 1(0,), where 1 denotes length and "::::::" means "up to a 

constant" . 

By taking a suitably large iterate of f, we may assume that r, and r(O,) 

are very near each other, and IUtI,) :::::: dS(rx,r(Ox)) for X E,. Notice that 

Vx E" dS(r(x),r(Ox))::; D1(~S)tI Vn> O. Also, IDj:::IE.¥1 ~ 1 Vn ~ O. Observe 

the following: 

(1) I(r,):::::: l(OUtI,)); 

(2) IDf::: IE.¥I :::::: IDfo~IEO'J Vx E ,; 

(3) Vy], Y2 E " 
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(The proof of (3) uses the bounclncss of the C2 norms of ¢~. See Proposition 

2.2.3).) Combining (1)-(3), we get l(-y) ~ 1(0,). I 

Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 imply that f has a local product structure, 

i.e. there exist constants 0 < (0 < (3 such that \;Iy, z E !v! with d(y, z) < (0, 

[y,z] := wg(y) n wg(z) and [z,y] := wg(z) n W,a(y) each contains exactly one 

point. 

A rectangle R is a set in 1\1 such that y, z E R implies [V, z], [z, y] E R. If 

,lL, ," are segments of H!lL_ and ~Vs-leaves respectively, then blL"s] denotes the 

rectangle {[y, z]: y E ,lL, Z E ,.'} provided that everything makes sense. If R is a 

rectangle and x E R, we let WlL(x,R) = WJ'(:v)nRand WS(x,R) = W,a(x)nR. If 

Q and R are two rectangles, we say that .rHQ U-Cl'OSSCS R if \;Ix E Q with ptx E R, 

rWlL(x, Q) n R = WI/una:, R). 

We record a simple fact that will be used in §4. 

Proposition 2.6. WIt(p) and WS(Jl) Clre both dense jn 111. 

P.roof: We only prove the proposition for WS(p). 

Let P be a rectangle containing p and let R be any other rectangle, both with 

nonempty interiors. LeI. i'l be a strictly smaller rectangle lying in the interior of 

R. By the topological transitivity of f, ::In > 0 such that r R n P f: 0. For n 

sufficiently large, f7l R is considerably longer than r if. in the It-direction. We may 

therefore assume that /11 R 1l-crosses P. This implies that f- n ~VS(]J, P) n R f: 0.1 

2.3 Distortion Esthnates 

The goal of this section is to prove the following. 
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Proposition 3.1. Given a,ny small rec/;a,ngle P 'conta,ining p in its interior, 

there exist constants ti > 0 a,nd J > 1 such that i[, is a WU-segment with 

1(,) ~ ti and, n P = 0, then Vy,z E, lind n > 0, 

J-1 < /DI;n /E~" < J. 
- /Dly-n/ Ey'/ -

We write Yi = I-iy, Zi = f- i z a.nd ,i = I- i,. If r is a WU-segment in P, let 

f' = {[p, x]: x E n. In wha.t follows, the letter C will be used to denote a generic 

constant, which is a.llowed to depend only on f. 

Lemma 3.2. Let P+ be one of the components of f P\P, and let, = WU(x, P+) 

[01' some x E P+. Assume that ,i C P for i = 1" .. 11. - 1. Then for any y, z E " 

10 /D.f:;n/E~'/ < Cdll(y,z). 
g /D.f1ill/E;;/ - Ih) 

Using Proposition 2.2 (3) a.nd the Lipschitzness of W·9 (Proposition 2.5)' we see 

that 

Since the '7i are pairwise disjoint, we have 

i-I 
LI('7i) ~ I(Wtl(]J,P)). 
i=1 

The arguments above tell us that Vj ~ 11., 

d"(z· v') d"(' y) J'oIJ < C -, . 
lhj) - 1(,) 

We conclude that 

I /DI;II/E~'/ C~ /"("' ' .) < Cdlt(z,y) 
og/Df-ll/.u/~ ~c -J'YJ - l()' 

• y EIJ J=O , 

I 
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Proof of Proposition 3.1: 

Let 0 = no = no + ko ::; 11.1 < 11.1 + kl < ... < nt < nt + ~~t ::; nt+l = 11. be such 

that 

Ii n P 1= 0 \lnj < j < nj + ~~j 1::; i ::; t, 

and 

Ii n P = 0, otherwise. 

Then 

IDf-nl I t IDf- kj I "I t nj+1-1 IDf-11 II I I .z E~' _ '" I ZlIj E Zllj '" '" I Zj EZj 
og IDf-nl I - L...J og IDf-k I 1+ L...J L...J og IDf--11-1' . Y Eff i=1 • !llIj' Effll j i=O i=nj+kj . Yj EYj 

Lemma 3.2 applied to the terms in the first series gives each a contribution of 

C'dlt(Ynil Z7IJ, where C' is a const.ant depending on P. This is summable since 

dlt(Ynj, znJ decreases exponentially in i. Each term in the second series is less than 

01' equal to Cd"(Yj, Zj), so we again have a geometric series. I 

2.4 Proof of Theorell A 

The following one-dimensional fact plays a key role. 

Lemma 4.1. Let h : [-I,IJ -t JR be a. C2 map with h(O) = 0, h'(O) = 1 

and h'(x) 2:: 1 Vx E [-I,IJ. Let aD E [0,1]' and let ai = h-iao [01' i 2:: 1. Then 
00 

E ai = 00. 
i=O 

Proof: From the Taylor expansion of h, we know that for x > 0, 

for some L. Increasing L if necessary, we may assume that al 2:: 1;. We will show 

that ai 2:: L implies that (ti+t 2:: L(j~l)' Suppose this is not true. Then 

2 1 ( 1) 1 ( 1)( 1) 1 
ai+l + Lai+l < L(i + 1) 1 + i + 1 = Li 1 - i + 1 1 + i + 1 < Li ::; ai, 
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contradicting (*) with x = ai+l. 

With (lj ~ L \Ii ~ 1, the desired conclusion follows. I 

Before giving the proof of Theoren A, we recall some facts from general nonuni

form hyperbolic theory. Let.r be an arbitrary CHa diffeomorphism (not having 

anything to do with the situation in this paper), and suppose that / preserves an 

SBR measure p. Let ~ be a partition subordinate to WIt. Then it is proved in [L] 

that for It-a.e. :I:, the density px of pi with respect to 1nx satisfies 

for all y, z E e{x). (In particular the quotient on the right makes sense.) The 

following is also known to be true. Let {Ad be the "Pesin sets", i.e. sets on which 

/n has uniform estimates. Then for every I, 30/ > 0 such that WJ;(x) exists for 

every x E A/. Also, 3C/ > 0 such that \Ix E At, 

(See e.g. [P].) 

c- l < Px(z) < C 
/ - () - / PJ: y 

\ly, z E W';;{;v). 

We now return to the situation considered in this paper, i.e. I is again assumed 

to satisfy Assumptions I and II. 

Pro 01 of Theo'/'en A: 

Suppose, to derive a. contradiction, that f admits an SBR measure It. Then 

there is a rectangle R C AI such that Il(R nAt) > 0 for some I, and W"(x, R) C 

W8~(X) \Ix ERn A/. 

We fix a rectangle of the form P = [W6'(p), Wt(p)] and let Q = l-lP\P. Let 

e be the partition of Q given by ~(x) = Wtt(x, Q). An argument simila.r to that in 

Proposition 2.6 shows that fn R U-Cl'Osses Q for some n > O. It follows from our 

discussion above that there is a set Q C Q n r R with prJ> 0 such that 

.j 
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(i) x E Q => e(x) C Qj and 

(ii) :Jeo > 0 such that Vx E Q, 

a-I < Px(Z) < a o _ () _ 0 
px 11 

Vy, z E WU(x, Q). 

Let 

Q(i) = {y E Q: fi y E P for j = 1,,,,, i}, 

and let i(i) be the projection of Q(i) onto W1t(p, P) by sliding along WS. Then the 

density estimate above together with the Lipschitzness of the W8-foliation gives 

Using the facts that jiQ(i), i = 1,2,···, arc pairwise disjoint subsets of P, and Il 

is an invariant measure, we have 

00 00 00 

IlP ~ LIl(fQ(i)) = LllQ(i) ~ CLI(i(i)). 
i=1 ;=1 i=1 

Lemma 4.1 applied to fll1'fj (p) tells us that this sum diverges, contradicting 

Il(M) = 1. I 

2.5 Proofs of Theorenls Band C 

We first construct some neighborhoods of p that are convenient to work with. 

For a closed rectangle R, let ;YR = {:r E R: x rt. int W1t(x,R)}. 

Lemma 5.1. There exist rectangles P of the form P = flU, ,8] satisfying the 

follows: 

(1) ,1/ and ,s ;Ire segments of W1t(p) Clnd WS(p) respectively sllch that plies 

in the ill teriol's of ,II Clnd ,s; 

(2) there is a compilct segment I/lfs C WS(p) with Ivlfs c vVs sllch tiwt {)sP c 
VV8 Clnd (l/Jr.~\W·~(p,P))nintP = 0; 
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(3) there is a compact segment I'l/lt C Wlt(p) with analogous properties. 

Moreover, tlle diameter of P can be chosen arbitra.rily smal1. 

Proof: Use the fact that vVlt(p) and WS(p) are dense in lvI. See Lemma 2.6.1 

We fix P as above, and consider the first return map g : Af\P ~ M\P. That 

is, for :1: E M\P, if r(x) is the smallest positive integer with r(x)x E AI\P, then 

gx = r(x)x. Note that g is not defined on a set of Lebesgue measure 0 on AI\P, 

but this will not concern us. 

Lemma 5.2. There exists fl. g-invaria.nt Borel proba.bility measure Jl with the 

property that JI lws a.bsolutely continuolls conditional measures on the unsta.ble 

manifolds of f. 
P1'00!, Let L = W ll (.,v, P+), where P+ is one of the components of iP\P and 

x E P+. Let 111£ be the Lebesgue measure on L and let g:I111£ be the push-forwa.rd 

of 111£, i.e., (g:I171,£)(E) = 171,L(g-1I E). We lTIay take It to be any accumulation point 
n-1 

in the weak * topology of .1 L: g~111£. 
11 i==O 

The g-invariance of It is clear. To show that it has absolutely continuolls 

conditional meaSl\1'es, it sumces to consider rectangles R in AI\P with small di

ameters. We assume also t.hat int R n I'lls = 0, where l'lls is as in Lemma 5.1. 

The significance of the second condi t.ion is as follows: giL is the disjoint union of 

IVlt-segments, each one of which begins and ends at some point in gi I,Vs for some 

j ~ O. Since .fT/l/s evIls, each component of .r/ L that intersects R u-crosses R. 

Let Pi denote the density of g!m£ with respect to Lebesgue measure on giL. Then 

by Proposition 3.1, 3J > 0 (independent of i) such that for all x, y in the same 

component of giL n R, 

J-1 < Pi(X) < J. 
- Pi(Y) -

This bound on densities is passed on to the limit measure Jt. 

Proof of Theorem C: 

1 
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Let Qi = {x E !vI\P: r(x) = i}, where r is the return time to !vI\Pw 

00 i-I 

P = L L f!(/lIQ;)' 
i=1 j=O 

Then p is clearly f -invariant. 
tI 

Let U be a neighborhood of p. Then M\U is contained in 111\( n for 
i=-tI 

some large 11., and this latter set clearly has finite ii-measure. This prcta,t 

p is at most a-finite. It ca.nnot be finite because it has a.bsolutely cous 

conditional measures on unstable manifolds, and Theoren A says that f .ot 

admit SER measures. I 

Recall that m denotes the Lebesgue measure on 111. We now study th€p

totic behavior of trajectories starting at :v for 117. -a.e. x. 

Lemma 5.3. Let g a.nd Il be as in Lemma 5.2. Then (g, Jl) is ergodic. 

Proof: We will follow the two standard steps in the proof of crgocof 

SBR measures for hypcrbolic systems without discontinuities. The first sto 

use Hopf's argument to show that given a recta.ngle R, 117. -a.e. x E R is ~

generic" with respect to some crgodic measure JlH, with IlH possibly de]g 
71-1 

on R. ("Future-genericity" means that 1 I: </J 0 gi(x) --t J </Jdll H as n --t .1' 
II i=O 

every continuous function </J : 111 --t R. "Past-genericity" is defined similarle 

second step is to show that IlH = Il for all R. 

Let R c 1I1\P be a rectangle. Not.e that when we use the word "rec" 

or the symbol "lV1t(:v, R)" in this paper, we are always referring to the staH 

unstable manifolds of .r - which are not necessarily stable and unstable BUs 

of g! First we need to argue that; for suitable R, W1t(x, R) is indeed a local ue 

manifold of g, in the sense that 'l/y E W1t(x,R), d(g-lI x,g-lIy ) --t 0 as n. 

This is true if int R n 111 8 = 0, for this condition will guarantee that '1/1, 

f-tlWu(x, R) is either entirely in P or it does not intersect P. Similarly, WI 

is a local sta.ble manifold of g jf R n I/l/u = 0. 
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We recall Hopf's argument (see, e.g. [AJ) for a rectangle R with the properties 

in the last paragraph. Since the conditional measures of Il are absolutely contin

uous on unstable manifolds (Lemma 5.2), there exists L = WU(x, R) such that 

m~ -a.e. VEL is generic (both future and past) with respect to SOlCle ergodic mea

sure /Iy. All the /ly'S are in fact identical because as 71. ~ +00, d(g-nV, g-n z) ~ 0 

"IV, z E L. We call this common measure IlR. Now if V is future generic with respect 

to PR, then z is future generic with respect to Ill? Vz E W8(V, R). It then follows 

from the Lipschitzness of the W"-foliation (Proposition 2.5) that m-a.e. z E R is 

future generic with respect to PR. 

To carry out the second step, it suffices to observe that if Rl and R2 are 

rectangles with the properties above, then 371. > 0 such that gn Rl n R2 =1= 0. I 

P."oof of Theorem B: 

We will show that given arbitrarily small numbers a > 0 and <: > 0, there exist 

neighborhoods P2 C PI of p with cliam PI ::; a such that for m -a.e. x E NJ\P2, 

for all sufficient large n. 

To see this, let PI be a rectangle of the type in Lemma 5.1. Let gl : Al\Pl ~ 

M\Pl and III be as in Lemma 5.2, and let p, be the infinite measure in the proof 

of Theorem C. Let P2 be chosen small enough that p,(A1\Pt) ::; EP,(PI \P2 ). Then 

112 := P,/M\P2 is invariant under the first return map g2 : M\P2 ~ Al\P2, and 

(g2, 1l2) is ergodic. The Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem applied to (92,ll2) completes 

the proof. I 
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